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A plasma movie is generally expected as one of the most efficient methods to know what plasma discharge has been conducted in the

experiment. On this motivation we have developed and operated a real-time plasma shape visualization system over ten years. The

current plasma movie is composed of (1) video camera picture looking at a plasma, (2) computer graphic (CG) picture, and (3)

magnetic probe signal as a sound channel. (1) The plasma video movie is provided by a standard video camera, equipped at the viewing

port of the vacuum vessel looking at a plasma poloidal cross section. (2) A plasma shape CG movie is provided by the plasma shape

visualization system, which calculates the plasma shape in real-time using the CCS method [1]. Thirty snap-shot pictures per second are

drawn by the graphic processor. (3) A sound in the movie is a raw signal of magnetic pick up coil. This sound reflects plasma rotation

frequency which shows smooth high tone sound seems to mean a good plasma.

In order to use this movie efficiently, we have developed a new system having the following functions: (a) To store a plasma movie in

the movie database system automatically combined with the plasma shape CG and the sound according to a discharge sequence. (b) To

make a plasma movie be available (downloadable) for experiment data analyses at the Web-site.

The plasma movie capture system receives the timing signal according to the JT-60 discharge sequence, and starts to record a plasma

movie automatically. The movie is stored in a format of MPEG2 in the RAID-disk. In addition, the plasma movie capture system

transfers a movie file in a MPEG4 format to the plasma movie web-server at the same time. In response to the user’s request the plasma

movie web-server transfers a stored movie data immediately. The movie data amount for the MPEG2 format is about 50 Mbyte/shot

(65 s discharge), and that for the MPEG4 format is about 7 Mbyte/shot. It has been confirmed that transfer of plasma movie takes a few

seconds through a local area network. After the plasma discharge sequence is finished, it takes about 6 to 16 minutes to make a plasma

movie file for 15 s to 65 s pulse discharge. We are considering the digitalization of all plasma movies to improve the quality of the

picture. This presentation will provide the detail information on the plasma movie database system and broadcasting system from

Web-site.
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